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One-minute rainrates were measured during two winter rainy

seasons in western Oregon to gain insights into the time-structure of

Oregon rainstorms. The averages of three non-dimensional relative

variance statistics were greater on the coast than inland. Rainrate

distributions showed that a greater portion of the total rain fell, at

higher rates on the coast. Coastal rainfall was less persistent than

inland rainfall. These results support the idea of a definite coastline

effect on rainfall, most probably the result of a horizontal convergence

along the coast.

Oregon rainfall statistics were compared with similar statistics

of Illinois summer convective rainfall. Even though the Illinois rain-

fall is distinctly more intense and less persistent than Oregon rain-

fall, the relative variabilities were surprisingly similar.

The logarithm of the total rain falling at rates greater than a

given rate was found to be a linear function of that rate. Spectral
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analyses indicated the presence of definite frequencies in the rain-

rate records (0. 2 and 0. 4 cycles per minute), though lack of sta-

tionarity makes this result questionable.
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FINE-SCALE TIME VARIATIONS OF RAINFALL

I, INTRODUCTION

Voluminous amounts of ranfal1 data have been collected over

many years from all parts of the world, but these data are invariably

reported on a large time scale. Maps of average annual or monthly

precipitation are common. Records of daily and in some cases

hourly precipitation totals at given stations over a span of years can

be obtained. If a researcher wishes, he can obtain the original

weather service data records and extract 20-minute or even 5-

minute totals. Few attempts have been made to analyze 5-minute

precipitation data and very few attempts have been made to analyze

rainrates on a time scale finer than 5 minutes, but anyone who has

watched it rain knows that rainrates change rapidly and dramatically

in a period of minutes.

It is becoming apparent to meteorologists that knowledge of the

fine-scale time structure of rainfall can be a very important aid in the

structure and cloud physics of rainstorms. Since it is generally felt

that most of the rain in a storm falls in short, heavy bursts, knowl-

edge of the time structure of rainrates is also important in hydrology,

soil, erosion, microwave communications and in the design of rainfall

modification experiments.

The purpose of the project reported in this thesis was to meas-

ure the rainrates, on as fine a time scale as possible, of western

hr
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Oregon storms. The few other attempts made to measure fine time

scale rainrates have been made in climatic regions producing dis-

tinctly different types of rainfall than that found in western Oregon.

During the late winter and early spring of 1972 and 1973, rain-

fall data were collected for several storms in western Oregon. The

main data input was the average rainrate per 1-minute recording

interval. The average rainrate per 20-second and per 5-minute

recording intervals was sometimes used to gain additional informa-

tion. The data were then analyzed in a manner designed to give

insight into the basic time structure of western Oregon rainfall and

how this structure is modified as storms move inland from the

Pacific Ocean, over the Coast Range and into the interior of the state.

One of the original purposes of this study was to search for

spectral components of rainfall rates. This aim was pursued,

thongh at a much lesser priority than had been anticipated. The lack

of stationarity made the value of spectral analysis questionable. The

main emphasis evolved into the study of Oregon rainrate variance and

distributional statistics with a secondary emphasis on comparing

Oregon results with results reported from other areas of the world.

It is hoped that the insights concerning the time structure of

Oregon rainfall will help meteorologists to understand the cloud

physics and space-time structure of Oregon rainstorms. It is also

hoped that the techniques and results of this project will be of help



to meteorologists designing rainstorm structure experiments in

different climatic regions.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The immediate precursor to this study was the work of Ramsey

and Elliott (1971) using basically the same equipment. They were

primarily using spectral analysis to study the value of pulse-seeding

as a possible process to evaluate rainfall modification experiments.

The idea was to see if a frequency band in the power spectrum could

be found with relatively little energy. If such a band existed it might

be feasible to seed storms at that frequency and any change in the

energy in that band would support the idea that rainfall modification

had occurred. Two-minute rainfall rate data from a single 3-day

storm in February, 1970 were analyzed. It was found that the

spectral energy was spread fairly evenly, with a logarithmic decrease

in power with increasing frequency. It was also found that the energy

in any given band was dependent upon the trend of the storm. Ramsey

and Elliott concluded that, at least for western Oregon storms, pulse-

seeding would be useless since the pulse energy would quickly spread

out over the frequency bands. They also concluded that the record of

one storm was not enough to make any general conclusions about the

fine-scale time structure of western Oregon rainfall. Hence, this

project.

The largest and most elaborate attempt to measure fine-scale

rainrate statistics was a project sponsored by the Bell Telephone
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Laboratories in New Jersey during the summer of 1967 (Semplak and

Keller, 1968). This study used an array of 96 gauges spread over a

rectangular grid 13 x 14 km. The instantaneous rainrate was meas-

ured at every gauge once every 10 seconds and, occasionally, for

some selected gauges, once every second. The data from all gauges

passed over a telephone line network and were recorded on magnetic

tape at a central location and later analyzed. This project collected

over 14 million bits of data. Freeny and Gabbe (1969) presented a

statistical description of these data that was limited by two importaqt

features, First of all, there was just too much data. With 14 million

data bits it stands to reason that a certain percentage of them are

erroneous and a great deal of time was spent isolating these erroneous

data. Also, with this much data it is almost impossible to do every

possible analyais to all of the data and priorities had to be applied that

were in line with the main goals of the project, This introduces the

second feature. The main purpose of the Bell Telephone project was

to analyze the relationships between heavy rainfall rates and inter-

ference with microwave communications. Therefore there was a

strong, intentional bias toward the analysis of heavy rates. To this

end the data selected for analysis contained all of the data of rates

greater than 50 rnm/hr, but only one-fourth of the data of rates less

than 50 mm/hr. They believed the basic distributions and statistics

were representative, but they could not make firm conclusions about
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this zero to 50 mm/hr band (Freeny arid Gabbe, 1 969).

One particular result of interest was that for one gauge during

one storm they concurrently measured the instantaneous rainfall rate

every second and every 10 seconds. The 1-second record showed a

great deal, more va.riability than the 10-second record. From this

and other measurements Freeny arid Gabbe (1969) concluded that

rainrates are too variable and non-stationary for time series tech-

niques to be used, Therefore no autocorrelation or spectral analyses

were reported.

Two other studies of interest were those of Cooper (1967) arid

Hutchinson, Manning and Farbrother (1958). The main point of

interest that these two studies had in common was an attempt to

characterize rainfall by its rajnrate distribution. They plotted the

logari,thm of the total, amount of rain that fell in excess of a given

rairirate as a function of rainrate. The result was linear. Hutchinson

was the first to use this technique using 3 years of data from Uganda

which he supplemented with 9 years of data from Arkansas. Cooper

later found this technique to work for 4 years of data from south-

western Idaho. Both authors felt that this pattern was probably

universal and that the zero intercept and slope of the regression line

would provide a simple two-parameter characterization for the rain-

fall at a given location over a given period of time. Though this

technique appears excellent the data described are difficult to
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compare with Oregon data. Cooper just used the most intense 5% of

his data, suggesting that perhaps another additive logarithmic term

could be used at lower rates. Both authors used measures that are

difficult to use for comparison purposes. While this investigator used

the natural logarithm of the percentage of total rain exceeding a

given rate, Cooper and Hutchins on used the logarithm of minutes of

rainfall exceeding a given intensity, inches of rainfall exceeding a

given intensity, or even occurrences of rainrates per year exceeding

a given intensity.

During the early 1950's the Illinois Water Survey collected data

in 1-minute time lntervals of Illinois summer storms. These data

were analyzed in an attempt to describe the character of Illinois

summer rainfall. The techniques used were very valuable in guiding

the project discussed in this thesis and the Illinois results provide

the best opportunity to compare the results of this investigator's

project with rainfall statistics from a completely different area.

One analysis (Huff and Neill, 1957) showed that in Illinois a

large percentage of the rain falls in a short percentage of the time.

On the average it was found that 10% of the rain fell in 1% of the time

and 50% of the rain fell in 10% of the time.

In another analysis of the Illinois Water Survey (Huff, 1970),

emphasis was put on the use of sequential rainrate statistics and

certain non-dirnensiona1, variance statistics. Huff preferred using the



magnitudes of the 1-minute differences in rainfall rate rather than the

rates themselves, because the 1-minute differences gave an insight

into the magnitude and sequence of rates rather than just the magnitude

alone. Huff used three non-dimensional variance statistics:

standard deviation of 1-minute differencesVD100x mean of 1-minute differences

standard deviation of 1-minute differencesVDR lOOx mean of 1-minute rates

standard deviation of 1-minute ratesVR100x mean of 1-minute rates

Multiplying the ratios by 100 just gives the results in percentage

units, VD is the coefficient of variation of the 1-minute differences

and is a measure of the sequential variability. VDR is a statistic

using a combination of the 1-minute difference standard deviation and

the 1-minute rate average and is used to measure the effect of storm

intensity on the sequential variance. Finally, VR is the coefficient of

variation for the 1-minute rates and was included for comparison

purposes.

Huff (1970) concluded that the mean of the 1-minute differences,

YD and VDR, were the best statistics to use in characterizing Illinois

rainrate variability since these statistics best fit a lognormal prob-

ability distribution. He also said that the mean rate, the standard

deviation of the rate and the standard deviation of the differences gave

good lognormal fits. If a statistic fits a lognormal probability
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distribution then it is a statistic that is convenient to use since the

properties of the normal probability distribution are so well known,

but that does not necessarily mean that it is a good measure of a

given property, If one statistic fits a lognormal probability distribu-

tion better than another, then, other things being equal, it would be a

better statistic to use for comparison purposes. Huff felt that for

Illinois rainrate statistics, fitting a lognormal probability distribution

wa a valid criterion to use in deciding which statistics he preferred.

Huff concluded that the mean rate was the best independent

variable in analyzing storm data since the other statistics all varied

logarithmtcally with it. In the same paper, Huff presented the results

of an autcorrejation analysis. He found that on the average the

autocorrelation fell off rapidly and had a zero-crossing at a lag of

about 15 minutes, a minimum ( -. 16) at 25 to 30 minutes, and a

second zero-crossing at about 45 minutes. As a measure of per-

sistence he used that lag where the autocorrelationfeU off to .71 (50%

of variance explained). The average for this was 1. 8 t 0. 7 minutes.

From this Huff concluded that no regular oscillations existed.

The gauges used in all of these studies varied. Huff (1970) used

a tippingbucket type gauge with a catchment area of 8. 03 x mm2.

The Bell Telephone Study used a capacitance gauge that instantaneously

measured the capacitance of the water flowing through a catchment
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4 2 1
o area equaj. to 4. 78 x 10 mm (Semplak, 1966). Cooper used a

weighing rainfall recorder and Hutchinsonetal. used a Farbrother

rate recorder that was not described. All of these gauges are differ-

ent from the one used in the project described in this thesis.

It should be emphasized that the rainfall climates of the regions

involved in the above studies are all different from that of Oregon.

The Uganda results (Hutchinsonetal. , 1958) concerned tropical rain-

storms. The New Jersey and Illinois results (Freeny and Gabbe,

1969; Huff, 1970; Huff and Neill, 1957) mainly concerned mid-latitude

summer convective showers. The Idaho results (Cooper, 1967)

concerned summer, mountainous, convective showers. But the

Oregon data represent mature, occluded, winter, frontal rainstorms

moving off the Pacific Ocean. The basic characteristic of Oregon

rainfall is relatively long, rainy periods of light intensity, instead of

the short, heavy showers represented in all the other studies.

11t is worth noting that a team in Hawaii has developed a gauge that
measures the instantaneous resisance of water passing through a
funnel catchment of area 7. 1 x 10 mm (Fullerton and Raymond,
1973). This group believes that the Sernplak gauge also measured
resistance rather than capacitance.
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Iii. DATA COLLECTION

Recording Stations

The location of the project was in western Oregon within 100 km

of the coast. From January to April in 1972 and 197g gauges were

set up and data were collected when the weather forecast and personal

observations indicated rain. No attempt was made to keep the

recorders in continuous operation for the two data periods. Because

of the above and occasional equipment failures, some rainy periods

were missed.

During the spring of 1972, gauges were set up at two sites.

One was located 1. 5 km from the beach at the Oregon State University

Marine Science Center in Newport, Oregon, and the other was located

69 km from the coastline at the Hys lop Farm Weather Station near

Corvallis, Oregon. Both gauges were surrounded by flat, unob-

structed terrain. During the 1973 data period a third site was

added, 34 km from the coastline, on the lee side of Cline Hill in the

midd'e of the Oregon Coast Range (Figure 1). The immediate terrain

surrounding this gauge was not as open as the terrain surrounding the

first two gauges.

The prevalent rainstorm pattern in Oregon is for the storms to

move inland from the Pacific Ocean, over the Coast Range, and to
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continue eastward. The Newport site yielded data that were pre-

sumably representative of storms just as they came in off the ocean

and struck the coastline. The Hyslop site yielded data presumably

representative of storms after they had passed over the Coast Range.

The Cline Hill site reported data on storms actually over the Coast

Range. The representativeness of the Cline Hill site is much more

dubious than that of the Newport or 1-lyslop sites because the immedi-.

ate topography about the gauge was rore complex.

Rain Gauge Description

The basic instruments used in this project were a group of

extra-large, tipping-bucket type rain gauges (Figure 2). Each gauge

consisted of a large, square catchment and a tipping bucket that

measured the flow of the rain water as it collected at the center of the

catchment. The catchment stood 1. 68 meters off the ground and had
6 2an area of 1. 8 x 10 mm . Duri.ng the 1973 data period the tppng

buckets were calibrated to tip for 10 ml of water. This meant that

each tip represented 0. 00555 mm ( 0.0002 inches) of rain. At first

sight this seems like an amazing instrument, but with a little thought

one realizes that using this gauge involves a few problems. First of

all, the catchment is quite a distance from the ground. A study made

by Rodda (1967) indicated that the higher a gauge ts off the ground the

less rain it records, though other investigators have not found the
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catchrnent

g bucket

Figure 2. Rain gauge used in this project, catchment and
tipping bucket.

k
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height of the gauge to be important (e. g. , Morgan and Laurence,

1969). It is possible that the wind gradient near the ground could pro-

duce this effect. Whether this project's gauges recorded a little less

total rain than an official, or lower gauge, is unimportant since this

project is not really concerned with the total rainfall, ut this wind

effect might also affect the rainrate variability with which this project

is primarily concerned. Nothing is known of the effects of wind, or

any other factors associated with the height of the catchrnent from the

ground, on measured rainrate variability. These effects are likely to

be minimal and were subsequently ignored.

The gauge had an extra-large catchment in order to obtain rain-

faR measurements with the high resolutions desired, but this large

size also caused some problems. Each tip represents 0.00555 mm of

rain falling on an area of 1. 8 x 106 mm2. Since the tipping bucket

measures the water after it collects at the center of the catchment,

and since the catchrnent is so large, there will be a time delay from

when a drop of rain Lands on the catchment until it is measured. This

time delay will certainly mask high frequency variations. Thus the

catchment acts as a low pass filter. This filtering effect is enhanced

by the nature of the data record, which is the number of tips per a

given time unit, not the time between tips. Though attempts were

made, the measurement of the time constant of the catchment proved

difficult. The best results carrie from "eyeballing" the water
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glow. It is estimated that the response time, during light rainrate, is

on the order of 10 to 30 seconds. It had originally been planned to use

20 seconds as the basic recording interval, but because the time con-

stant was as large as it was, and because of other considerations, it

was decided to use 1 minute as the basic recording interval.

As a result of visual observation of a rain gauge in operation,

concern also developed about the possibility of appreciable evaporative

loss from the large catchment surface. It was observed that during

very light rain drops that fell on the catchrnent surface did not flow,

and that even though the rain was continuous, the surface of the catch-

ment did not become completely wetted. These observations indicated

that during these light rains water ws evaporating off the catchment

as fast as it was raining onto the catchment. It was not believed that

this was a serious problem at heavier rainrates, but as a check of this

problem and the general accuracy of the gauges, the rain totals at the

I-Iysl,op gauge for all the data records were compared with the con-

current rain totals of the official Weather Service gauge located about

10 meters away. Figure 3 gives the results of this comparison. The

totals for 1972 compared excellently, but the totals of the project's

gauge for 1973 were consistently greater than those of the Weather

Service gauge. Appreciable evaporative loss would imply that the

project gauge would record less than the official gauge. The results

described by Rodda (1967) would also imply that because the catchment

H1
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of the project gauge is quite a bit higher than that of the official gauge,

the project gauge should record less total rain. The fact that the

official gauge recorded more rain in only 3 of 17 cases is therefore

encouraging. This fact could be a result of an incorrect calibration

of the project gauge, which was checked regularly, or an incorrect

calibration of the official gauge, which was checked once, with the

apparent calibration less than ideal. As a result of this comparison

it was decided that the problem of evaporation was insignificant.

In addition to the problem of the catchments there was a problem

connected with the tipping bucket itself. Tipping buckets are corn-

monly used in rain gauges around the world, but not in a manner

which requires them to tip as rapidly as in this project. 2 At these

rapid tipping rates non-linear responses develop. A tipping bucket

(Figure 2) consists of two buckets, one empty and the other presented

to the water flow. When the flow fills the second bucket to a critical

mass it tips, emptying itself, presenting the first bucket to the flow

and recording the tip on a data record. The actual tip of the bucket

takes a relatively constant amount of time so that water will continue

to flow into the full bucket after it has reached its critical mass, while

it is tipping. At low flow rates this extra amount of water is negli-

gible, but at high rates it can be appreciable. Thus at higher flow

21n this project tipping rates as high as 1 per second were recorded,
representing 20 mm of rain per hour. On a standard Weather
Service gauge such a tipping rate would represent a rainrate of 36
inches per hour (900+ mm per hour).
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rates there will be more and more water per tip and therefore the

recorder will increasingly underestimate higher rainfall rates. For

this type of study a linear response is important since the main con-

cern is measuring the differences of rainfall rates. A non-linear

response makes such measurements very difficult.

The tipping buckets used during the 1972 data period were old,

tarnished, unadjustable, and awkward. In preparation for the 1973

data period the project purchased some expensive, shiny, chrome-

plated, adjustable buckets. These new buckets proved quite worthless

arid the old ones, modified so as to be adjustable, were returned to

duty. The problem was the non-linearity. The new buckets were

almost twice as non-linear as the old ones. Figure 4 gives experi-

mental results comparing the response of the two buckets. Figure 4a

gives the amount of water per tip at flow rates equivalent to rainrates

measured during the project, and Figure 4b presents the rainrate that

would be measured as a function of actual rainrate for the two buckets.

It was felt that the response of the old" buckets was consistent

enough to give viable results.

Each time the bucket tipped a magnetic switch caused an event

recorder to place a mark on a paper roll. The event recorder was

adjusted so that one roll of paper recorded 26 hours of rainfall data.
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Data Processing

The data rolls were first visually separated into data records

that were to be processed. The criteria used to select data to be

processed were relatively subjective. Generally speaking, data

records were chosen that were long (at least 3 or 4 hburs), and fairly

active (containing periods with consistently more than three tips per

1-minute interval). Because of this subjectivity it was later decided

to isolate the "rain events" from all the data records. Here, a fairly

consistent set of criteria was used. A visual check of the data

records was made to locate a definite rainy period. The start of the

rain event was that 5-minute interval with two tips that was followed

by a series of 5-minute intervals with at least two tips. The end of,

the rain event was the last 5-minute interval with at least two tips.

Though an attempt was made to be as objective as possible when

defining a rain event, some subjective decisions had to be made.

After the decision was made to process a piece of data it was

analyzed with the aid of a computer. First, a 5-minute interval

record and plot of the rainfall rate, pressure, temperature, relative

humidity, absolute humidity, wind speed and wind direction was made.

This helped to determine the character of the storm. A series of

statistics was then calculated for the 1-minute rainrates. These

statistics were:
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TR = the total rainfall during the data record (mm)

TT = the total length of the data record (hr)

RT = the number of intervals in the data record that
actually recorded tips (hr)

AR = the average rainrate over the data record (mm/hr)

(SDR)2 the variance of the rainrate [ (mm/hi')2 1

SJDR standard deviation of the rainrates (mm/hr)

AD the average magnitude of the first differences of
the 1-minute rainrates (mrn/hr)

(SDD)2 = the variance of the differences of the 1-minute
rainrates [(rnm/hr2)

SDD = the standard deviation of the differences of the
1minute rainrates (mrn/hr)

Variance Statistics (non-dimensional)

SDDVD = 100 x
AD (%)

SDDVDR 100 x (%)AR

SDRVR lOOx (%)

The use of RT as an estimate of the amount of time in a data

record during which it was actually raining must be considered

cautiously. Since there were usually sections of no rainfall in any

data record, TT will, be an overestimate, but RT will be a slight

underestimate. RT ,just includes the number of recording intervals

in which tips occur, so it may be raining, but not raining heavily
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enough to produce tips in all, the appropriate recording intervals.

The investigator feels that the degree of underestimation is small and

that RT is a good estimator of the actual rain time.

Next, a series of rainrate distributions was calculated. The

thstrjbutions were:

1) The percentage of the total time that a given rainrate was

recorded as a function of rainrate,

2) The percentage of the raintime that a given rainrate was

recorded as a function of rairirate,

3) The percentage of total rain that was recorded at a given

rainrate as a function of rainrate.

Later, in some cases, these distributions were presented in different

forms. These included:

1) The cumulative percentage of total rain (TR) as a function of

the rainrate,

2) The cumulative percentage of total rain (TR) as a function of

the cumulative percentage of raintime (RT),

3) The natural, logarithm of the percentage of tätal, rain (TR)

exceeding a given rate as a function of rainrate.

Autocorrelation lag analyses were made for the 1-minute record

of all 1973 rain events with record length greater than 2 hours. These

lag analyses were cut off at 60 lags. In the lag analysis those lags

where the autocorre],ation first fell below 0. 71 (50% of variance

----_______________
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explained), and where the autocorrelation first fell below zero were

calculated.

Finally, for selected January, 1973 showers, where the total

time was greater than 5 hours and the average rate was greater than

0. 95 mm/hr (2. 85 tips per 1-minute interval), spectral analyses of

the 1-minute records were made.

Sensitivity Tests of the Rain Gau
and Data Records

The gauges used in this study were first tested during the storm

of 17 January, 1972. At this time four gauges were in concurrent

operation at Hyslop station, set up in a north-south line, with he

gauges approximately 2 meters apart. Two of the gauges were as

previously described (Figure 2). These two became the primary

gauges for the 1972 data period. One remained at Hyslop and one was

later moved to Newport. The other two gauges were very similar to

the first two except that the upper catchment (Figure 2) was removed,

thereby presenting about one-quarter of the catchment area to the

rain. This was done so that the smaller gauges could act as back-

ups for the more sensitive primary gauges in case the rainrates were

so high as to saturate the primary record. It developed that these

smaller gauges were needed very little as the primary gauges worked

quite well.
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All four gauges recorded the storm of 17 January, 1972.

Because the catchments were of two different sizes and because the

tipping buckets were unadjustable and tipped for different amounts of

water, each gauge recorded tips representing different increments of

rainfall, The gauge that remained at Flyslop measured the smallest

rainfall increment and was used as the standard of comparison for

this test. The rainfall per tip conversion factors had been adjusted

so that the total rain reported by each gauge was identical.

The comparisons of the statistics calculated for each rainfall

increment are presented in Table 1 and in Figure 5. The main obser-

vatiori to be made is that the values of the calculated statistics

generally increase in magnitude with an increase in measured rainfall

increment. This result is not unreasonable since most of the statistics

depend on the successive differences in rainrate and a larger incre-

ment will imply a larger difference. It is also observed that the

sensitivity to rainfall increment was inconsistent. It is assumed by

the investigator that the apparent increase in the values of the statis-

tics with increasing measured rainfall increment was a real effect of

the methods used, and that the inconsistencies noted were due to

random effects in the record. It was felt that the random effects

generally dominated the differences between the two primary gauges

and therefore the results of the two primary gauges usd during the

1972 data period could be compared, but the comparisons should be

I
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Table 1. Comparisons of calculated statistics for storm recorded on
the 17th of January, 1972 at Hyslop station on four gauges
measuring different rainfall increments.

Gauge calibration (mm rain/hr)
I Ill IV II

0.00865 0.01123 0.03515 0.04243

AR (mm/hr) 1.276 1.274 1.275 1.273

(SDR)2 (mm/hr)2 1. 542 1. 348 2. 384 2. 663

SDR (mm/hr) 1. 242 1. 161 1. 544 1. 632

AD (mm/hr) 0. 338 0.405 1.041 1,341

(SDD)2 (mm/hr)2 0. 150 0, 185 1. 209 1. 666

SDD (mm/hr) 0. 387 0. 430 1. 100 1. 291

VD (%) 114. 7 106. 0 105. 6 96. 3

VDR (%) 30.4 33. 7 86.2 101.4

VR (%) 97, 3 91. 1 121. 1 128.2
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Figure 5. Comparison of calculated statistics for the storm
recorded on the 17th of January, 1972 on four gauges
measuring different rainfall increments. The 1973
rainfall increment is also included.
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considered cautiously. It was also decided that for the 1973 data

period great care would be taken to make the tipping buckets adjustable

so that all gauges would record the same rainfall increment.

The four data records from the 17 January, 1972 storm were

also compared with respect to rainrate frequency distributions, and

the two primary gauge records were compared with respect to an

autocorrelation analysis. There were no dramatic differences in the

four rainrate frequency distributions or in the two autocorrelation

analyses. Therefore, it was assumed that these representations were

not very sensitive to measured rainfall increment.

At the end of the 1973 data period it was decided to repeat the

situation used during the 17 January, 1972 storm using two gauges

supposedly with identical calibrations. The gauges were set up at

Hyslop in the fall of 1973. Both sets of tipping buckets were adjusted

to measure 0. 00555 mm of rain per tip, the value used during the 1973

data period. For this test no attempt was made to "fudge" the gauge

calibrations so as to give identical rain totals. Gauge I was arbitrar-

ily selected as the standard for comparison. Two storms were

recorded and the calculated statistics are presented in Table 2. The

storms were quite heavy and long. In the first storm, gauge II

recorded 6. 1% more rainfall and in the second storm, gauge II

recorded 3. 1% less rainfall. No reason for this inconsistency can be

offered as a calibration check was made before and after the two



Table 2. Comparisons of calculated statistics for storms recorded on the 31st of October,
1973 and on the 8th of November, 1973 at Hyslop station on two gauges supposedly
measuring the same rainfall increment. The relative differences between gauges
II and I are also presented.

31 October, 1973 8 November, 1973
Gauge: I II I II
Total rain (mm): 23. 7 25. 2 +6. 3% 46. 3 44. 9 -3. 0%
Total time (hr): 12:35 12:35 24:00 24:00

AR (mm/hr) 1.899 2.016 +6.2% 1. 930 1.871 -3. 1%

(SDR)2 (mm/hr)2 3, 17 3. 84 +21. 1% 2. 16 2. 03 -6. 0%

SDR (mm/hr) 1. 78 1. 96 +10.. 1% 1. 47 1. 42 -3. 4%

AD (mm/hr) 0.46 0.48 +4.3% 0.33 0.32 -3.0%

(SDD)2 (mrnlhr) 0.30 0.36 +20.0% 0. 12 0. 12 0%

SDD (mm/hr) 0. 55 0. 60 +9. 1% 0. 34 0. 34 0%

VD (%) 118. 8 124.0 +4. 4% 104.4 106. 1 +1. 6%

VDR (%) 29. 0 29. 8 +2. 8% 17. 6 18.2 +3. 4%

VR (%) 93. 7 97.2 +3. 7% 76. 1 76. 1 0%

N)

I



storms and there was not any apparent shift in either value. Although

the dimensional statistics were not as consistent as could be desired,

the non-dimensional variance statistics VD, VDR, and YR agreed

quite well, within 5% in all cases.

A final sensitivity test performed was to insert artificially

periods of zero rainfall data into the middle of the record of a bi-

modal rain event. This was done to see how sensitive the values of

the calculated statistics were to periods of no rainfall in a data record.

The values of the statistics, presented in Figure 6, indicate that the

values of the variance measures VD, VDR, VR, and AD were all quite

sensitive. Therefore the use of the calculated statistics was limited

to rain events.

Corollary Weather Data

In conjunction with the rainrate measurements, the corollary

weather parameters of temperature, relative humidity, pressure,

wind speed and wind direction were measured. The instruments used

were standard hydrothermographs, microbarographs, and anenome-

ters, with the results recorded on strip charts. These measure-

ments, unfortunately, did not approach the resolution of the rainrate

measurements. The best time resolution that could be achieved was

to measure these variables every 5 minutes, and often measurements

every 30 minutes had to be accepted. Even with a 5-minute time
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resolution the variable resolutions were so poor that differences could

not be measured. As a result, even though the measurements of

these corollary weather parameters gave an excellent picture of the

gross structure of the storms, they were of little help in understand-

ing the fine-scale features.

1
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IV. PROJECT RESULTS

Qeneral. Summary of Data Collected

Table 3 summarizes the amount of data collected during this

project. During the 1972 data period there was heavy rainfall but the

project was just being organized and only 10% to 20% of the rainfall

at the two sites was recorded. During the 1973 data period between

25% and 60% of the rainfall at the three sites was recorded. The 1973

period was much drier than the 1972 period, so the actual amount of

rain recorded during the two periods was approximately the same.

In total, over 700 mm of rain were recorded on over 650 hours of

data record, so a pretty fair degree of representativeness can be

claimed.

During the 1972 data period the rain events represented 92% of

the total rain recorded by the project and only 46% of the total record

time. During the 1973 data period the rain events represented about

the same percentage of the total recorded rain (95%), but an appre-

ciably larger percentage of the total record time (6 9%). This mainly

reflects the subjectivity used in selecting data. During the 1972 data

period the investigator was interested in obtaining long data records,

while during the 1973 data period the investigator had realized that

long data records, which help in understanding large-scale storm



Table 3. Summary of data collected.

4

Data
records

Total rain
(mm)

Total time
(hr)

Rain time
(hr) No. tips

Total data

Newport '73 11 139.4 109.0 61. 1 24, 200
Cline Hill '73 13 139. 1 129. 7 65, 3 25, 100
Hyslop '73 11 145, 4 123, 5 70. 5 26, 200

Total '73 35 418. 9 362. 2 196. 9 75, 500

Newport '72 3 168. 5 119. 2 52. 8 16, 300
Hyslop '72 6 120, 5 171. 1 52.4 13, 900

Total '72 10 289. 0 290, 3 105. 2 30, 200

Total '72 + '73 45 707. 9 652, 5 302, 1 105, 600

Rain event data

Newport '73 18 130. 0 78. 8 58, 3 23, 400
Cline Hill '73 21 129. 4 83. 8 59. 5 23, 300
Hyslop '73 24 137. 0 88. 7 65. 3 24, 600

Total '73 63 396. 4 251. 3 183. 1 71, 300

Newport '72 12 162. 1 69. 6 50. 4 15, 700
Hyslop '72 16 104. 9 65. 8 44. 7 12, 100

Total '72 28 267. 0 135. 4 95. 1 27, 800

Total '72 + '73 91 663. 4 386. 7 278. 2 99, 100

(J-'
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processes, hinder the understanding of fine-scale processes. The

investigator later cut down all data records to isolate the rain events

as previously described.

Figure 7 shows the average annual precipitation in western

Oregon. This figure shows that the rain is heavy on the coast and in

the Coast Range, lighter in the Willamette Valley and then heavy again

on the windward side of the Cascade Range. Figure 7 also shows the

locations of the three primary recorders and seven small, secondary

recorders. It should be noticed that the instrument line is located in

one of the few areas where the rainfall is not significantly greater in

the Coast Range than on the coastline.

During the 1972- 1973 rainy season, in an auxiliary study, the

seven secondary gauges were continuously in operation, except for

instrument failures, on an east-west line running from Newport

through Hys lop station to Lacomb, Oregon. The location of these

gauges and the total rainfall recorded are given in Figure 8. These

data support the average annual precipitation plot (Figure 7), except

that the Cline Hill value was a little less than expected.

Properties of C omputed Statistics

Huff (1970) used basic, difference, and non-dimensional van-

ance statistics to describe Illinois summer rainrate patterns. He

determined which statistics best fit a lognormal probability
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Figure 7. Average annual precipitation in western Oregon and loca-
tions of recording stations (from Climatological Handbook,
Columbia Basin States, Precipitation, VoL 2).
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distribution and these became his preferred statistics. The major

effort of this investigator's project was to calculate these same

statistics for the Oregon rain event data, describe their properties,

and then use these statistics to compare rainfall at different locations.

The 63 rain events of the 1973 data period were used to examine

the basic properties of the statistics. The 1972 data were not

included in order to avoid the problem of using data from gauges that

recorded different rainfall increments. The problem of grouping

statistics from different stations, possibly representing different

rainfall patterns, was ignored as it was felt that the rainfall patterns

recorded at all stations were similar.

One method of determining if a group of statistics fit a log-

normal probability distribution is to plot the ordered logarithmic

transforms of the statistics versus the inverse of the cumulative

standard normal distribution. If the histogram of the statistics

resembles a lognormal distribution then the plot will be approxi-

mately linear. The J,ognormal plots of the calculated statistics are

presented in Figures 9 and 10, along with the correlation coefficient

squared (r2). The first feature noted was that all the statistics fit a

lognormal distribution quite well (the minimum r2, for VD, was

equal to . 92). When the results of the lognormal plots were com-

bined with other descriptions of the log transforms of the calculated

statistics it was concluded that AR, SDR, VDR, and VR fit

a lognormal distribution very well, VD fits a lognormal
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distribution relatively poorly, and the other statistics, TR,

TT, AD, and SDD fit a lognormal distribution adequately. If fitting a

lognormal distribution is an adequate criterion for deciding which

statistics best describe a storm, then, for Oregon rainfall, VDR and

VR give the best description of the variability of a rain event, and

AR gives the best description of the intensity of a rain event.

Another method of examining a statistic is to discover how it

correlates with the other statistics, Table 4 presents the correlation

coefficients among AR, AD, VD, VDR, and VR, calculated from the

total 1973 rain event data, The correlation coefficients indicated that

the three non-dimensional variance statistics, VD, VDR, and VR were

all fairly consistent, with the correlations involving VDR being the

highest. The values also indicate that the variance statistics, espe-

cially VDR and VR, correlated poorly with the mean rate (AR),

which is as it should be if the variance statistics are to give a measure

of the relative variability of a rain event independent of its intensity.

The correlations involving AD and the variance statistics were poSi-

tive and fairly high, which indicates that AD might be a useful

secondary variability measure.

1973 Statistics

The average and the range of each of the statistics TR, AR,

VD, VDR, and VR calculated at each station for the 1972 rain event

i'1
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Table 4. Correlation coefficients among the average
rate (AR), average difference (AD), and the
variance statistics VD, VDR, and VR for
the total 1973 rain event data.

AR-AD 0.744

AR - VD 0.272

AR-VDR -0.088

AR-yR -0.054

AD-VD 0.494

AD-VDR 0.463

AD-yR 0.385

VD-VDR 0.710

VD-VR 0.672

VDR - VR 0.833

'S.,
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data are presented in Table 5. The averages of all five statistics

were largest at Newport and there was generally little difference in

the averages of the five statistics between the Cline Hill and Hyslop

stations. The total rain per rain event decreased steadily inland,

The averages of AR were basically the same at Cline Hill and Hyslop

and nearly significantly larger (Pa'. 90) at Newport. The averages

of all three variance statistics were also basically the same at Cline

Hill and Hyslop, but the Newport averages were all larger to a highly

significant extent (P > . 99). The ranges of the variance statistics

were all greater at Newport than at either C line Hill or Hyslop, but

the ranges of TR and AR tended to increase inland, The ranges of TR

and AR did not show this pattern for the 1972 data, indicating that

this pattern was perhaps spurious. An examination of the averages of

the logarithmic transforms of TR, AR, VD, VDR, and VR demon-

strated the same pattern as described above for the untransformed

statistics TR, AR, YD, VDR, and YR.

A brief look at Table 6 shows that, except for Newport, the

correlation coefficients among VD, VDR, and VR were not as high

for individual stations as for the total 1973 data. Also, the correla-

tion coefficients between AR and the variance statistics were generally

greater and often negative, The fact that the correlations among the

statistics were not as definite for each station as they were for the

total 1973 rain event data was possibly a feature of the fairly small

sample size representing each station.
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Table 5. Average values of the rain event statistics calculated
at Newport, Cline Hill, and Hyslop stations during the
1973 data period.

Newport Cline Hill Hyslop

No. data records 11 13 11

No. rain events 18 21 24

Ave. TR (mm) 7. 22 6. 16 5. 71

Range TR 15. 1 20. 9 17. 6

Ave. AR (mm/hr) 1.83 1.46 1.51

Range AR 3. 05 3. 34 4. 08

Ave. VD (%) 156.9 111. 9 112. 5

Range VD 158. 8 83. 2 60. 0

Ave. VDR (%) 50.0 31.4 31.5

Range VDR 93. 3 38, 6 60. 1

Ave. YR (%) 106. 7 90. 7 85. 6

Range VR 118. 3 81.6 84. 3
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Table 6. Correlations among the average rate (AR) and the v3riarzce
statistics (VD, VDR, and VR) for the rain event results at
Newport, Cline Hill, and Hyslop stations during the 1973
data period.

Newport Cline Hill Hyslop Total

AR- VD 0.31 0.35 -0.04 0.27

AR - VDR 0. 13 -0. 36 -0.48 -0.09

AR - VR 0.26 -0.24 -0. 36 -0.05

VD - VDR 0. 77 0. 28 0. 52 0. 71

VD - YR 0. 84 0. 39 0. 53 0. 67

VDR - YR 0. 89 0. 72 0. 82 0. 83
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During the 1973 data period less emphasis was put on gathering

long data records covering entire storm. systems, and more of an

attempt was made just to record periods of actual rainfall. The

average record length during the 1973 period was 10. 3 hours as

compared to an average record length of 32.2 hours during the 1972

data period. Because of this disinclination to collect long data

records, not much can be said about the large scale features of the

1973 storms. On the other hand, quite a few parts of storms were

recorded simultaneously at all stations which made direct compari-

Sons possible.

There were four rain periods, all occurring in January, 1973,

that were recorded at all three stations. These four periods were

separated into 32 rain events, No attempt was made to classify these

rain events with respect to their position relative to the passage of

a pressure trough, since most were post-trough. The patterns

shown for the averages of the statistics (Table 7) are not quite the

same as for the total 1973 rain event data. The average TR and AR

are basically the same at all three stations. The variance statistics

did show a similar pattern in that the average values were highest

at Newport, but the differences were no longer statistically signifi-

cant.

it was difficult to determine if all three gauges actually

recorded the same section of a stOrm. The only way of doing so was
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Table 7. Average values of rain event statistics calculated at
Newport, Cline Hill, and Hyslop stations during con-
current data records of January, 1973.

Newport Cline Hill Hyslop

No, rain events 10 11 11

Total rain (mm) 7. 12 7. 25 7. 19

Ave. rate (mrn/hr) 1.896 1.912 1. 968

VP (%) 137.0 117.5 115.3

VDR (%) 40. 2 30. 1 30. 3

yR (%) 92. 4 90. 8 82. 3
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to compare the starting times of each rain event and, if possible, to

correlate each rain event with the passage of the corresponding

pressure trough. The investigator believes that for the 1973 data

period there was only one set of rain event records that could be con-.

sidered measurements of a single part of a storm, the rain events of

12 January, 1973. From the results listed in Table 8 it appears

that this rain event was a bit of a maverick, Two variance statistics

(VDR and VR) did decrease inland, but the Cline Hill values were

much closer to the values at Newport than the values at Hyslop. The

strange aspect of this rain event was that the total rain (TR), and to

an even greater extent, the average rainrate (AR) increased inland.

In general, the 1973 rain event statistics indicate that the total

rain and average rainrate tended to decrease inland, and that the

variance statistics were significantly higher on the coast while being

approximately equal at Cline Hill and Hyslop. The results that

indicated that the above patterns were not as strong for concurrent

data from definite storm systems suggest that there might have been

rain events on the coast, with high intensities and relative variances,

that did not penetrate inland,

1972 Statistics

During the 1972 data period only two stations were in operation

and the gauges involved measured different rainfall increments. The

TI
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Table 8. Statistics of the rain event recorded concurrently at
Newport, Cline Hill, and Hyslop stations on the 12th
of January, 1973.

Newport Cline Hill Hyslop

Starting time (P. S. T. ) 1500 1635 1715

Total rain (mm) 11,7 12.0 16. 3

Total time (hr) 6, 9 5. 4 4. 3

Ave. rate (mm/hr) 1.691 2.221 3.759

Ave. diff, (mm/hr) 0. 600 0. 630 0. 849

VD (%) 137.4 145.4 115.0

VDR (%) 48. 8 41. 3 26. 0

VR (%) 110, 1 101. 1 77. 3
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1972 statistics generally supported the 1973 results, even though

they had to be considered more cautiously. In 1972, 28 rain events

were isolated in nine data records: 12 rain events from three data

records at Newport and 16 rain events from six data records at

Hyslop, Theaverage results are presented in Table 9. The main

point of interest is that all the statistics except the range of VR, had

larger values at Newport than at Hyslop. Unlike the total 1973 rain

event data, there seemed to be a greater negative correlation between

the average rate and the variance statistics and lesser correlations

among the variance statistics (Table 10). While the investigator

does not feel that firm conclusions can be made from the 1972 data

it does seem that the rainfall on the coast, at Newport, was generally

heavier, more intense, and relatively more variant than the rainfall

inland, at Hyslop,

During the 1972 data period there were two sets of data which

recorded the same storm systems at both stations. The longest of

these records was from the 9th to the 13th of March, 1973. At

Newport 122. 9 mm of rain fell in 96 hours starting at 0455 P. S. T.

9 Warch, 1972. The Newport record was divided into nine rain

events. At Hyslop 35 mm of rain fell in 75. 5 hours starting at 1200

P.S. T., 9 March, 1972. The Hyslop record was divided into seven

rain events. There appears to have been one main pressure trough

that passed through Newport at 1800 p. 5. T. , 9 March, 1972, and



Table 9. Average values of the rain event statistics calculated at
Newport and Hyslop stations during the 1972 data period.
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Newport Hyslop

No. data records 3 6

No. rain events 12 16

Ave. TR (mm) 13, 51 6. 56

Range TR (mm) 36. 20 23. 80

Ave. AR (mm/hr) 2. 42 1. 64

Range AR (mrn/hr) 2. 90 2. 53

Ave. VD (%) 125. 0 105. 4

Range VD (%) 68. 3 40. 4

Ave. VDR (%) 35. 5 29. 2

Range VDR (%) 41.2 25.8

Ave. VR (%) 91.7 74.4

Range YR (%) 33. 8 51. 3



Table 10. Correlations among the average rate (AR) and
the variance statistics (VD, VDR, and VR) for
the rain event results at Newport and Hyslop
stations during the 1972 data period.

Newport Hyslop

AR- VD -0.02 0.28

AR VDR -0.53 -0.72

AR - VR -0. 38 -0. 10

VD-VDR 0.60 0.14

VDR-VR 0.83 0.35

Table 11. Average values of the rain event statistics
calculated at the Newport and Hys lop stations
during the data record of the 9th to the 13th
of March, 1972.

Newport Hyslop

No. rain events 9 7

Total rain (mm) 12. 9 4. 3

Ave. rate (mm/hr) 2.25 1.28

Ave. diff. (mm/hr) 0. 64 0. 37

VD (%) 118.5 104.3

VDR (%) 36. 1 33. 1

VR (%) 92. 6 78. 0

52
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through Hyslop at 2300 P. S. T. , 9 March, 1972, After this trough

there was a series of pressure dips for the rest of the data record.

All the other weather parameters, except wind speed and direction,

remained relatively stable during this period. At both stations the

wind speed increased with the passage of the trough and at Newport

there were some wind speed and direction shifts apparently as so-

ciated with rainy periods.

The Newport data record was subjected to a regression analysis

between the one-half hour rainrate averages and the other weather

parameters, No significant relationships were found. The wind

speed and direction were the only weather parameters that were

recorded with a good 5-minute resolution. The correlations between

the 5-minute rainrates and the 5-minute wind data were nearly zero.

The averages of some of the calculated statistics for the rain events

of this period are presented in Table 11, Newport values were again

larger than Hyslop values with respect to TR, AR, and AD, but the

variance statistics were not very different, The Newport variance

statistics were larger than those of Hyslop but not to as great an

extent as for the total 1972 results. Therefore, though the rainfall

at Newport during the 9th to the 13th of March, 1972 was greater and

more intense than at Hyslop, the indications that the Newport rainfall

was relatively more variant were weaker,
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The second concurrently measured storm was that of the 4th to

the 5th of April, 1972. At Newport 25, 5 mm of rain fell in 14. 7 hours

starting at 2140 P.S. T. , 4 April, 1972 and at Hyslop 11.8 mm of

rain fell in 18. 3 hours of rain starting at 2015 P. S. T. , 4 April, 1972.

During this storm there was one sharp pressure trough that passed

through Newport at 0900 P. S. T. , 5 April, 1972 and through Hys lop at

1140 P. S. T. , 5 April, 1972. Both records were separated into two

rain events, one longer, heavier, and less intense rain event before

the passage of the trough, and one shorter, lighter, and more intense

one after the passage of the trough (Table 12). Here again, the

Newport rainfall was greater and more intense but the variance

statistics were not consistent with average results, particularly VDR,

which for the second rain event is actually smaller at Newport than at

Hyslop.

Rainrate Distributions

In order to study the distribution of rainrates the cumulative

percentage of total rain as a function of rainrate was plotted first.

The total data collected were used as well as the rain event data.

Figure 11 gives the plots of the cumulative percentage of total rain as

3This storm later spawned a tornado, a rare event in the Pacific
Northwest, over Vancouver, Washington (160 km north of Hyslop),
killing six school children,



Table 12. Values of the rain event statistics calculated at Newport and Hyslop stations during the

data record of the 4th to the 5th of April, 1972.

Pre-pressure trough Post-pressure trough Average
Newport Hyslop Newport Hyslop Newport Hyslop

Total rain (mm) 17. 5 6. 3 8. 0 4. 7 12. 7 5. 5

Total time (hr) 7. 3 5. 8 2. 0 2. 6 4. 6 4. 2

Ave. rate (mm/hr) 2. 412 1.060 4.007 1.765 2. 510 1,412

Ave. diff, (mm/hr) 0. 605 0. 354 0. 886 0, 493 0. 741 0. 423

VD (%) 162.6 100.6 108.7 102. 5 135.6 101. 5

VDR (%) 40. 8 33. 6 24, 0 28, 6 32. 2 31. 1

VR (%) 90. 7 82. 3 83. 1 79. 3 86. 9 80. 8

U,
U,
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a function of rainrate for the total data collected at each station for

each data period. Figure 11 also lists th average rates with respect

to raintime (RT), Two features were evident. The average rate with

respect to raintime and the relative percentage of rainfall at higher

rates decreased inland, though the results at Cli.ne Hill and Hyslop

were similar.

Huff and Neill (1957) suggested plotting the cumulative percent-

age of total rain as a function of the cumulative percentage of total

raintime. These plots for all stations during both data periods are

presented in Figure 12. The plots showed no systematic differences

between Newport and inland stations, though, in general, these plots

supported the idea that most of the rain in a storm falls during a

relatively small percentage of the time, For the data collected in this

project 50% of the rain fell in 16% to 24% of the total raintime.

When the two previously discussed plots were drawn for just the

rain event data instead of the total data, two results were noted.

First, the plots of the cumulative percentage of total rain as a function

of rainrate showed the same pattern for the rain event data as for the

total data. Second, the plots of the cumulative percentage of total

rain as a function of the cumulative percentage of raintime were all

nearly identical.

As discussed previously, Hutchinsonetal. (1957) and Cooper

(1967) have suggested.a method of using rainfall rate distributions to

11
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find two parameters that classify rainfall. This method was to plot

the logarithm of the total rain that fell at rates greater than a given

rate as a function of that rate. They found that this plot was generally

linear and they felt the linear regression coefficients provided excel-

lent simple parameters of the rainrate distribution. Plots represent-

ing the total data collected during both data periods were drawn in the

above manner. Figure 13, with the vertical scales staggered for the

convenience of the reader, gives the excellent results of these plots.

The poorest linear regression explained 97. 6% of its plot's variance.

Also, the slopes of the regression curves were quite distinct for

each station and these slopes decreased inland representing the

observation that a greater percentage of the rain fell at higher rates

on the coast.

Time Series Analysis

Freeny and Gabbe (1969) concluded that, for New Jersey

summer rain, rainrates were too -variant and non-stationary for time

series techniques to be used confidently. It was felt that Oregon

winter rainfall might be more amenable to time series analysis since

it is generally less violent than summer convective storms such as

those measured in New Jersey. Therefore, some basic time series

analyses were made of some of the 1973 rain event data. Interpreta-

tions of these analyses were made cautiously since the Oregon rain

event data still were not sufficiently stationary.
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First, an autocorrelation analysis was made for all 1973 rain

events with record length greater than 2 hours. These autocorrela-

tion analyses were calculated for 60 lags (representing 1 hour), and

then averaged for each recording station. The results (Figure 14)

indicate that the autocorrelations for the Cline Hill and Hyslop rain

events were basically the same, while the autocorrelat ions for the

Newport rain events were quite different, The autocorrelations drop

off more rapidly at Newport than inland. Two simple parameters that

can describe an autocorrelation analysis are the lag at which the

autocorrelation first drops below . 71 (50% of variance explained), and

the lag at which the autocorrelations first drop below zero, In Table

13 the averages of the . 71 lag and the zero lag differ insignificantly

between Cline Hill and Hyslop, while the average of the .71 lag and

the zero lag are both significantly less at Newport. These results

support the conclusion, based on the 1973 rain event statistics, that

the rainrate patterns are similar in the Coast Range (at Cljne Hill),

and in the Willamette Valley (at Hyslop), but significantly different on

the coast (at Newport).

Next, 10 January, 1973 rain events with record lengths greater

than 5 hours were selected for simple spectral analysis. Three of

these rain events were recorded at Newport, 4 at Cline Hill, and

3 at Hyslop. The spectral analyses of the 1-minute rates showed a

logarithmic decrease in intensity with increasing frequency; for
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Table 13. Average number of lags (minutes) at Newport,
Cline Hill, and Hyslop stations for the auto-
correlations of the 1973 2-hour plus rain events
to reach 0. 71 (50% of variance explained) and
zero.

Newport Cline Hill Hyslop

No. rain events 16 12 15

Ave. 0.71 lag 3.25 5.67 6.27

Ave. 0. 0 lag 29. 1 40. 2 37. 5

example, the spectral analyses of the rain event recorded at Hyslop

on the 12th of January, 1973 (Figure 15). Using a simple, high pass,

first difference filter the power spectra of these 10 showers were

recalculated. These results suggested that some distinct frequencies

might be present. All 10 analyses indicated a peak, sometimes

significant, sometimes not, at about . 2 cycles per minute (12 cycles

per hour). Also, the analysis of rain events recorded at each station

from the storm of the 23rd and 24th of January, 1973 showed a sig-

nificant peak at about . 4 cycles per minute (24 cycles per hour). This

peak is shown in Figure 16, which shows the power spectra, calcu-

lated from the 1-minute differences of the rates, of the rain event

recorded at Hyslop on the 24th of January, 1973. Since the basis for

using spectral techniques on rainrate data was tenuous, no attempt

was made to explain these possible dominant frequencies in physical

terms.
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Mesoscale Structure

Kreitzberg (1964) showed an interest in the mesoscale structure

of Pacific Northwest storms. He felt that occluded frontal zones

were often divided into minor sub-zones and that these sub-zones

could produce pre-frontal and post-frontal rain bands. The long

records of the 1972 data period support this idea. It was found that

for the records of the 9th to the 13th of March, 1973 and the 4th to

the 5th of April, 1972, rain events were found in the same general

time position relative to the passage of the main pressure trough at

both Newport and Hyslop. The 1973 data records are not as supportive.

But the 1973 records were relatively short and mesoscale structure

could easily have been masked by the relatively arbitrary selection

of data records. There is also the possibility that there are smaller

scale structures within rain event records at different stations. The

investigator found very few indications that such microstructure

existed. It should be remembered that there were only three record-

ing stations and that these stations were set up to obtain representa-

tive data from the coast, Coast Range, and Willarnette Valley. The

chances of a storm moving exactly parallel to the recorder line were

very small, so the chances of all recorders measuring the same sec-

tion of a storm were also quite small.
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V. COMPARISON OF OREGON AND ILLINOIS
RAINRATE RESULTS

The data described by Huff (1970) and Huff and Neill (1957) of

Illinois summer rainstorms provided an excellent opportunity to

compare Oregon rainrate data with data representing a totally differ-

ent type of rainfall. In Illinois 1-minute rainrates were measured with

a tipping-bucket gauge, having a catchment area only 4. 5% as large

as the gauges used in Oregon. The rainrates in Illinois were much

greater. The maximum 1-minute rainrate recorded in Oregon was

about 30 mm/hr and only 4. 1% of the total rain fell at rates greater

than 10 mm/hr, whereas in Illinois the maximum 1-minute rainrate

recorded was 350 mm/hr and more than 80% of the total rain fell at

rates greater than 10 mm/hr (Huff and Neill, 1957). The compara-

tive plots of the cumulative percentages of total rain (TR) as a function

of rainrate (Figure 17) also show that it rained harder in Illinois than

in Oregon.

Comparative plots of the logarithms of the percentage of the

rain falling at rates greater than a given rate as a function of tliat

rate (Figure 18) not only show that it rained harder in Illinois, but

also reconfirmed the linear hypotheses of this distribution suggested

4it should be of interest to Oregonians that according to the official
Weather Service definitions, 92% of the rainrates measured in this
project were light or moderate while only 8% were heavy.
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by Flutchinsonetal. (1958) and Cooper (1967). Figure 19 presents

the comparative plots of the cumulative percentage of total rain as a

function of the cumulative percentage of total raintime. This figure

shows that a greater percentage of the total rain fell in a given per-

centage of raintime in Illinois than in Oregon, but the two plots are

quite similar considering the great differences in measured rates.

The non-dimensional variance statistics, VD, VDR, and VR,

calculated from the Oregon and Illinois data, cannot be compared in

other than a most general manner. The gauges not only measured

different rainrate increments, but were quite different in size and

shape. Table 14 presents the ranges of VD and VDR calculated from

Illinois and the total Oregon data. I-luff (1970) did not present the

values of VR that he calculated. The interesting fact here was that

even though the rates in Illinois were much greater and the gauges

quite different, the ranges of VD and VDR were so much alike. This

result is more interesting when it is remembered that in Oregon highly

significant differences in the average values of VD, VDR, and VR

were calculated for coastal data than for inland data.

Finally, the average autocorrelation analyses from the Oregon

and Illinois data can be compared (Figure 20). In Illinois the auto-

correlation fell off much more rapidly and reached more negative

values. The average lag for the autocorrelation to fall off to . 71 for

the Illinois data was 1. 8 ± . 7 minutes, while for the Oregon data it

Ti_________
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Table 14. Ranges of the variance statistics VD and VDR
from Illinois and Oregon data. (Illinois results
from Huff, 1970)

Illinois Oregon

VD (%) 80-250 80-250

VDR (%) 13-83 12- 107

was 5.0 ± 4.0 minutes. These results, along with the rainrate

distribution results, indicate that the rainfall in Oregon was not only

much less intense but it was also more persistent than the rainfall in

Illinois.

The distribution and autocor relation calculations provide

quantitative results that confirm the intuitive idea that the winter

rainfall patterns in Oregon are quite different from the summer rain-

fall patterns in Illinois. The results of the non-dimensional variance

statistics calculated from both Oregon and Illinois data would seem to

indicate that the relative variability of rainstorms is fairly constant

for different types of rainstorms. This result should be of great

interest to anyone attempting to model rainfall.

ii
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V. DISCUSSION

Rain Gauge Limitations

Rain gauges, like any other measuring instrument, impress

their own personalities" on the recorded data. A group of different

or even identical gauges at the same location will rarely measure the

same total rainfall. The differences are usually small, but are most

likely the result of an effect of the gauge and not a result of small

space scale differences in rainfall (Israelsen, 1967). For measuring

total rainfall these differences are generally ignored, but when

measuring fine-scale rates these differences may be important. For

example, earlier in this paper there was a discussion of how different

measured rainfall increments affect the statistics calculated from

the rainrate data. These gauge effects can be minimized when proper

care is taken, but if the gauges are used at the limits of their resolu-

tion then these effects may dominate the data record. It was the

original aim of this project to use the rainrates recorded every 20

seconds as the main data input, but it became obvious that this time

scale was too fine for the gauges used.

The first indication that a 20-second recording interval was too

fine was the consideration of the time constant of the extra-large

cátchment, which, at 10 to 30 seconds, was too large. But the main
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reasons for concentrating on the 1-minute recording interval was the

behavior of the 20-second interval statistics. Originally, the statistics

were calculated for 20-second data, 1-minute data, and 5-minute

data. The 1-minute and 5-minute statistics generally behaved

similarly, but the 20-second statistics often behaved quite differently.

Some comparisons between the 20-second, 1-minute, and 5-

minute recording interval results were not very dramatic. The

results involving the rainfall rates alone seemed the least sensitive

to the length of the recording interval. The distributions of rain-

rates were, qualitatively, unaffected. The comparison of the rain

event distributions at all the stations during both data periods showed

the same pattern for all three recording intervals used. The auto-

correlation and spectral analyses were also qualitatively insensitive

to the length of the recording interval.

The sensitivity of the calculated statistics to the measured

rainali increment was discussed previously. The statistics pre-

sented were from the 1-minute rainrates of the storm of the 17th of

January, 1972. Figure 21 presents these same statistics calculated

from this storm for all three recording intervals. It was observed

that the sensitivity to rainfall increment increased for decreasing

recording intervals, and was very high for the 20-second recording

interval,
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The description of the behavior of the statistics calculated from

the 1973 rain event data showed the most dramatic effect of the length

of the recording interval. The lognormal fits of the variance

statistics were basically unaffected, but the correlations between the

statistics were highly affected. The 5-minute recording interval

correlations generally agreed well with the 1-minute correlations,

but the 20-second recording interval correlations were quite differ-.

ent (Table 15). The most dramatic difference was the correlation

between AR and VDR. For the 1-minute and 5-minute intervals this

correlation was very small (-.09 and -.04), but for the 20-second

interval this correlation had a large negative value (-. 71). Similar

inconsistencies were noted in the correlations between AR and VR,

AD and VDR, and VD and VDR. The magnitudes of the correlations

involvi.ng AR were affected dramatically. There was a definite

correlation between the mean rate and the variance statistics for the

20-second recording interval that was lacking for the 1-minute and

5-minute recording intervals. Also, the correlations among the

variance statistics were much weaker for the 20-second recording

interval. The investigator believes that the 20-second results were

not representative of the rainfall but were an effect of the data record-

ing equipment.

In an attempt to understand the gauge effect on the AR-VDR

correlation the data record, which consisted of the number of tips
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Table 15. Correlation coefficients among AR, AD, VD, VDR, and
VR for the total 1973 rain event data using three differ-
ent recording intervals: 20-second, 1-minute, and
5-minute.

20-second 1-minute 5-minute

AR - AD 0. 642 0. 744 0. 782

AR- VD 0.429 0.272 0.034

AR - VDR -p0. 708 -0. 088 -0.039

AR- VR -0.275 -0.054 -0.031

AD - VD 0. 463 0. 494 0. 072

AD - VDR -0. 320 0.463 0. 389

AD - VR 0. 107 0. 385 0.272

VD - VDR -0. 063 0. 710 0. 667

VD - VR 0,441 0.672 0.713

VDR - VR 0.519 0.833 0.810
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per recording interval, was examined. Over 95% of the rain event

records consisted of rainrates in the zero to 5 mm/hr range. For

the 20-second recording interval this range represented zero to five

tips per interval. The time constant of the catchment mentioned

earlier would then imply tha.t a great majority of the first differences

for the. 20-second data are going to equal zero or 1. The longer

recording intervals recorded more tips per interval to represent the

same rainrate. For example, for the 1-minute recording interval

the zero to 5 mm per hour range consisted of zero to 15 tips per

interval. This means that even though the average of AD is going to

be roughly the same, the ranges of AD are going to increase with

increasing recording interval. Figure 22 gives the histograms of

the 1973 rain event statistics of AD and SDD for each recording

interval. It is observed that the 20-second histograms are the

narrowest. Another way of observing this is to look at the coefficient

of variation of the statistics involved. Table 16 presents the means,

standard deviations and coefficients of variation for the average rain-

rate (AR), standard deviation of the rainrates (SDR), averages

difference (AD), and the standard deviation of the differences (SDD)

for each recording interval for the 1973 rain event data. All coef-

ficients of variation were in the 0. 53 to 0.83 range except the 20-

second interval values of AD and SDD, which were quite a bit smaller.
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Table 16. The means, standard deviations, and coefficients of
variation for the average rate (AR), standard deviation
of rate (SDR), average difference (AD), and the standard
deviation of the differences (SDD) calculated from the
total 1973 rain event data for each record i,ng interval.

Interval
20-second 1-minute 5-minute

AR (mm/hr)

Mean 1. 58 1. 58 1. 58
Standard deviation 0. 92 0, 92 0. 92
Coefficient of variation 0. 58 0. 58 0. 58

SDR (mm/hr)

Mean 1. 56 1.47 1. 31
Standard deviation 0. 91 0. 92 0. 81
Coefficient of variation 0. 58 0. 63 0. 62

AD (mm/hr)

Mean 0. 57 0. 42 0. 71
Standard deviation 0. 09 0. 25 0. 49
Coefficient of variation 0. 16 0. 60 0. 69

SDD (mm/hr)

Mean 0. 61 0. 56 0. 79
Standard deviation 0. 19 0. 47 0. 60
Coefficient of variation 0. 31 0. 83 0. 76



The variance statistics used were ratios of other statistics.

For example:

VDR= i00xS.
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If AR varies much more than SDD, then SDD is relatively a constant

arid VDR will be proportional to (ARI1. This is the reason for the

large negative correlation between VDR and AR for the 20-second

recording interval. Statistics are best correlated when they have

about the same degree of variability. This was generally not the

case for the 20-second recording interval.

The investigator is unaware of any attempt by the Illinois Wafter

Survey to analyze any possible effect that their gauges might have had

on the data record. Huff (1970) concluded that VD and VDR provided

the best description of Illinois rainrate variability. He also concluded

that AR was logarithmically correlated with VD, VDR, arid yR. Both

these results differ from those found for Oregon rain events. Huff's

preference for VD over VR, instead of this investigator's preference

for VR over VD, could be a gauge effect, but no mechanism is

apparent. The investigator feels that Huff's conclusion concerning

the logarithmic relationship between AR and the variance statistics

is likely the result of Huff measuring a gauge effect similar to the

20-second recording interval effects found here in Oregon.
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It is felt by the investigator that the 1-minute recording interval

results presented in this paper are useful, but if a similar project

were planned to measure rainrates on a fine time scale, then an

instantaneous rainrate sensor such as those described by Semplak

(1966), or Fullerton and Raymond (1973) would perhaps be better

suited than a tipping-bucket gauge.

Summary of Results

One-minute rainfall rates were recorded at three stations in

western Oregon. The stations were chosen so as to provide repre-

sentative data from the coast, from. the middle of the Coast Range,

and from the Willarnette Valley (Figure 1). The predominant result

ws that the average rainfall time-structure on the coast was distinctly

different from the rainfall time-structure inland, and that the

average rainfall patterns in the Coast Range and in the Willamette

Valley were quite similar.

The average intensity of rainfall was found to decrease inland,

and here the values in the Coast Range were very similar to the

values in the Willamette Valley.

The rainfall variability was examined using three non-

dimensional variance statistics which were designed to give a

measure of the relative variability of rainfall rates independent of the

average rate. All three of these statistics indicated that the relative



variability of the rainfall was quite similar in the Coast Range and in

the Willarnette Valley, but that the relative variability ofthe rainfall

on the coast was greater to a highly significant extent. The rainrate

distributions indicated that a greater percentage of rain fell at higher

rates on the coast than inland.

Some simple time series analyses were also performed. The

average autocorrelation analyses for the Coast Range and for the

Willarnette Valley were quite similar, but again the coastal auto-

correlations were quite different. The autocorrelation on the coast

fell off much more rapidly and reached lower values than the auto-

correlations inland. Spectral analyses were performed at the three

stations for long rain events associated with storm systems. Spectral

results must be considered cautiously since rain events lack station-

arity, but these spectral analyses were similar at all three stations,

and suggested there were some predominant frequencies present in

the rainrate record (at about 0. 2 and 0. 4 cycles per minute).

It was of interest to note that the differences between coastal

and inland rainfall patterns were diminished when data used were

limited to definite storm systems. This indicated that perhaps there

were some rainy periods, with distinct characteristics, that occurred

on the coast but did not penetrate inland.

The Oregon results were compared with results from Illinois

summer rainfall data. The rainrates were much greater in Illinois
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than in western Oregon but the variance statistics were quite similar.

The autocorrelation analyses showed that the Oregon rainfall is much

more persistent than the Illinois rainfall. These results were in line

with the fact that western Oregon rainfall is mainly produced by

mature, occluded, frontal storms, while Illinois rainfall is mainly

convective.

Coastline Effect

At the start of this project the investigator expected to find that

the relative variability of rainrates would be highest in the Coast

Range and lowest on the coast. This expectation was based on the

idea that the topography and resultant orographic lifting would be the

main source of variant energy. The results of this project do not

support this idea. Orographic lifting certainly takes place but it

seems that there must be some other mechanisms that produce the

distinct character of the rainrate patterns on the coast. A likely

mechanism is the horizontal convergence found at the coast due to

ground friction. Wind speeds are generally higher over water than

over land, so a convergence zone will exist on the coastline that

could produce more active and variant rainfall.

Elliott and Reed (1973) concluded that, in Oregon, the rainfall

totals and the frequency of rainfall occurrences were significantly

larger on the coastline than they were just a few kilometers offshore.



The results of an auxiliary data collection effort for this thesis

(Figure 8) showed that the total rainfall for a 4-month period during

the winter of 1972 - 1973 was 28% higher on the coastline than it was

just 10 km inland. The above information along with the results of

this thesis indicate that the presence of the coastline has a definite

effect on rainfall in Oregon. This effect does not seem to be as

pronounced for major storm systems, but on the average the rainfall

right on the coast is definitely different than the rainfall inland.

In studies performed in Sweden and Holland, Bergeron (1950)

found similar maxima of rainfall totals on the coastitne. The site of

the study in Sweden had topography similar to that of the Coast Range

in Oregon, but the s ite of the study in Holland was extremely flat.

Bergeron felt that frictional convergence at the coastline was the

predominant process involved, particularly in Holland.

Both topography and ground friction could cause this coastline

effect, though ground friction seems more likely, but there are other

possible causes. Elliott (personal communication) has speculated that

low level clouds often form over the coast underneath the main rain

clouds. These low level clouds could act as amplifiers of rain falling

from above. As rain passes through these lower clouds the drops, by

colliding with the lower cloud's droplets, could increase in mass.

This process would imply a greater total rainfall on the coast and
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since both cloud systems can add variant energy, this could also

imply a greater relative variability of rainfall rates on the coast.

Rossknecht, Elliott and Ramsey (1973) found that the concen-

trations of large airborne sea-salt particles peaked at the coastline

and dropped off rapidly inland (to 15% of coastline concentration 4 km

inland). These particles can act as nuclei for raindrop formation.

This coastal peak in large hydroscopic particle concentration is most

likely the result of surf production and could provide another mech-

anism to account for the differences found between coastal and inland

rainfall patterns.

Finally, there is the wind. The wind blows harder on the coast

than inland. Whether the wind alone affects rainrate variability is

unknown. As a test the 30-minute average rainrates and the 30-minute

values of the variance statistics (VD, VDR, and VR) were compared

for the 96-hour data record of the 9th to the 13th of March, 1973.

The correlations between the 30-minute wind speed values and the

30-minute values of the variance statistics were all positive but small

(- 0. 16), so it was concluded that wind speed is not an important

cause of rainrate variability.

It is therefore concluded that a definite coastline effect exists

that modifies rainfall patterns right on the coast, though this effect

is not as pronounced for definite storm systems. The causes of this

coastline effect are probably horizontal convergence due to ground



friction and the abundance of airborne sea-salt particles at the coast-

line. Orographic lifting over the Coast Range could also be important.

In general, this investigator feels that this project has pro-

vided some techniques that can be used to study the characteristics of

a. rainfall climate. These techniques should be of help to anyone

investigating or modeling the fine structure of storm systems as well

as to anyone needing fine time scale rainfall information for engineer-

ing purposes. The use of variance statistics, autocorrelation

analyses, and rainrate distributions can distinguish important differ-

ences in seemingly similar rainfall patterns. This ability should

certainly be of help to anyone investigating the potential of rainfall

modification techniques.
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